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The world’s
smoothest
traffic through
smart services
Established in 2019, Traffic Management
Finland (TMF) controls traffic on land, sea and
air. The traffic information provided by the
company helps companies to create new mobility
solutions for people and goods. Smart traffic
control and traffic management services, upto-date traffic information and the expertise of
the company’s 1,100 professionals improve the
safety and smoothness of traffic and contribute
to reducing emissions. Traffic Management
Finland promotes sustainable mobility.
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of the company’s financial result and
financial position.
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CEO’s review

During our first year of operations, we
have taken care of our core tasks in the
control of maritime, road, railway and
air traffic with confidence, while also
launching several new development
projects. Our key objective, ensuring the
safety of traffic without compromise,
has been at the core of everything
we do – and will continue to be.
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Our operating environment is changing rapidly. In addition to technological development, we and the entire traffic system are
facing challenges with e.g. climate-related
and environmental issues, urbanisation and
the changing age structure.
Our goal is to make Finland a country with
the world’s safest, smoothest and most environmentally friendly traffic. We have ambitiously set the bar high and want to be the
world’s best and most efficient traffic control company that produces and provides
world-class traffic information in addition to
high-quality traffic control services. This way,
we can help traffic companies in creating new
services.
Smart traffic control solutions and
new traffic services based on real-time
information enhance safety and smoothness
further, support the economy, make
consumers’ day-to-day lives easier and have
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a positive environmental impact in both
passenger and cargo traffic. By cooperating
closely across different modes of transport,
we can strengthen our impact on the traffic
system as a whole.
The Digitraffic data platform combining all
modes of transport has become a robust tool
for us; we use it to open up the diverse traffic
data we have produced to its partners. Even
now, millions of searches are made in the
platform each day. For example, correct information about a cargo ship being delayed is
valuable to a company that despatches trucks
to the port. Also, an increasing number of
consumers receive the traffic information we
provide in their own device before setting off
on a journey, which makes travel easier. We
believe that the significance of the traffic information and data platform we provide will
increase further going forward, with traffic
companies increasingly transitioning to selling mobility services covering the entire trip
chain across modes of transport.
Underlying the operations of Traffic Management Finland are the strong and progressive traffic legislation stipulated by the Parliament, ownership strategy confirmed by the
Ministry of Transport and Communications
and the general endeavour towards increasingly smooth trip chains. The objective of our
operations is to promote the development in
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which smooth trip chains combining several
modes of transport make the mobility of people easier and increasingly often provide an
alternative to the use of private cars.
Skilled and satisfied employees who are
willing to reform mean everything to us. We
want Traffic Management Finland to be one
of the best and most attractive workplaces
in Finland, and we pay particular attention
to both management and managerial work,
which play a key role in the emergence of
our new corporate culture and new operating methods. We have already received the
first assessments of our success: based on
the results, we are on the right track. We are
building an even better workplace with determination, and as part of this, we strongly support our supervisors in reforming our
operations.
Going forward, increasing cost efficiency
will be among the key objectives of our company. We are committed to the objective of
significantly increasing the efficiency of service production and social impact during the
strategy period, as set by the owner. If the
investments in the development of our operations are made as originally planned, the
company will provide traffic control services more cost-efficiently and with increased
safety. Essential means of reaching this objective will include increasing the level of au-

tomation, reducing manual work, optimising
the operational network and general cost
awareness and efficiency.
Our second year of operations will continue on from a good starting point. Our strategy completed in 2019 gives our company
a clear direction and purpose for existence.
We will continue the determined implementation of our strategic spearhead projects in
all modes of transport and at the level of the
traffic system and further develop the responsibility of our operations.
I would like to extend my warm thanks to
our entire personnel for their excellent input during our first year of operation and
to our stakeholders for their constructive
cooperation.

We have
ambitiously set the
bar high and want
to be the world’s best and
most efficient traffic control
company.”

Pertti Korhonen
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Key figures for 2019

500,000
trains controlled per year

1,103
employees

(31 December 2019)

30,000

port calls of international traffic per year

222
Revenue EUR

million*

280,000
flights controlled and more than
430,000 runway operations per year

40,000

million kilometres by passenger car

*financial year 2019 (19 September 2018–
31 December 2019)
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Business operations in brief
Air Navigation Services
Finland Oy (ANS Finland)

Finrail Oy

Intelligent Traffic Management
Finland Oy (ITM Finland)

Vessel Traffic Services
Finland Oy (VTS Finland)

80.2

74.4

44.0

21.7

ANS Finland provides safe, accurate and competitive air navigation services in Finland, the
most environmentally friendly airspace in the
world. The aim is for air traffic to support Finland’s success in a comprehensive way.

Finrail is responsible for the journeys of more
than 500,000 trains and 82 million passengers
each year. It is the duty of Finrail to ensure that
passengers and cargo reach their destinations
safely and smoothly.

ITM Finland is responsible for road traffic management on the Finnish roads. It offers and develops
services that contribute to safe and smooth traffic
on the road network every day of the year.

Air navigation services include

Railway traffic control services include

• managing the use of Finnish airspace as well
as providing flight route and air navigation
services at 22 Finnish airports
• designing and maintaining the infrastructure
and systems required for air navigation in
compliance with international requirements
• special tasks relating to air rescue and area
control
• training and consulting services.

• railway traffic control
• traffic planning to coordinate railway work
and traffic
• capacity management
• operation centre operations
• passenger information services related to
railway travel
• responsibility for the safety and technical
control room
• expert and training services.

• operational traffic management in traffic
management centres
• upkeep of the technical systems of tunnels and
changing signs on roads
• road weather systems
• ICT services
• open up-to-date road traffic and condition data.

VTS Finland provides vessel traffic services
to merchant shipping and other marine traffic and maintains safety radio operations. VTS
monitors maritime traffic 24 hours a day, every
day of the year. Its task is to ensure safe and
smooth maritime traffic and protect the marine
environment.

Revenue EUR

million
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Revenue EUR

million

Revenue EUR

million

Road traffic control services include

Revenue EUR

million

Maritime traffic control services include
•
•
•
•

vessel traffic services
safety radio operations
monitoring international waters
radio navigation services.
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Highlights of 2019
Traffic Management Finland commenced operations –
high level of service was maintained
The company started its operations in January 2019. Its
aim is the world’s safest, smoothest and most environmentally friendly traffic. In order to reach this, it aims
to provide the world’s best traffic control and traffic
information.

Vessel traffic centres prevented ten groundings
2019 was a busy year for the vessel traffic centres of
VTS Finland seeing to the safety of maritime traffic,
with a total of 658 vessel traffic incidents recorded during the year. This also included preventing ten potential
groundings.

The company combines four modes of transport in a
unique way. During the set-up of the new company, all
of the subsidiaries – ANS Finland, ITM Finland, VTS
Finland and Finrail – provided high-quality and incident-free traffic control while maintaining a high level of
safety.

In 2019, vessel traffic centres
prevented ten potential groundings.

New technology to make the travel
of train passengers smoother
In late autumn, Finrail deployed new technology to make passenger communications to railway customers smoother. The
new public address system is being piloted at the Leppävaara
station in Espoo, and the new PA and display systems will be deployed nationwide in 2020. The Junalähdöt.fi service was also
launched, providing real-time timetable data to mobile devices
and c omputers.

In October, the Group published its new strategy –
the world’s smoothest traffic through smart services.
The publication gathered almost two hundred partners
to the Toimiva liikenne, menestyvä Suomi (“Functional
traffic, prospering Finland”) seminar.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT FINLAND / ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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New business from the Ring Road I
and Central Pasila tunnels
A tunnel almost half a kilometre long was opened in
Keilaniemi, Espoo, on Ring Road I in June 2019. ITM Finland was involved in the design, construction and testing
of the technical traffic systems. The company’s road traffic centre will also be responsible for the supervision and
control of the tunnel going forward.
The new Teollisuuskatu–Veturitie traffic tunnels in Central Pasila, Helsinki, opened for traffic in October. The
Helsinki road traffic centre for road traffic control is responsible for the safety and incident management of the
tunnels.
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Significant steps and results in producing
and providing traffic information
TMF invested in its platform and information services during the year. With the company’s new Traffic Situation application, monitoring the real-time traffic situation can be
easily done with a mobile device.
The Digitraffic service increased its popularity during the
year: already 14 million interface calls were made with it
each day. Finns are increasingly making their mobility easier with real-time traffic information.
During 2019, European cooperation in compiling and providing road traffic condition and incident data was also
given a strong mandate, when a consortium of different
countries’ authorities, service providers and vehicle manufacturers – TMF among them – agreed on promoting the
use of traffic information. Utilising traffic information accelerates the realisation of concrete services that enhance
traffic safety, e.g. by rerouting traffic to avoid a congested
spot.

Major environmental benefits
from standard arrival routes of planes
Helsinki Airport adopted new standard arrival routes in
April 2019, shortening flights. They also maximise the
use of the continuous descent approach, thus reducing
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions as well as noise.
Flights are thus annually shortened by a distance that
equals 25 trips around the world.
The FINEST project aiming at air navigation cooperation between Finland and Estonia also proceeded during
the year, and the subsidiary’s own educational institution, Avia College, started air space simulations for the
project.

Thanks to the new standard arrival
routes, flights are annually shortened
by a distance that equals 25 trips
around the world.
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OPERATING ENVIRONMENT AND MEGATRENDS

Megatrends accelerate the
transformation of traffic and mobility
The megatrends of our society,
such as climate change, ageing
population and urbanisation, will
shape the operating environment
of Traffic Management Finland
at an accelerating pace.
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The trends have a strong impact on traffic. Urbanisation increases the demand for
public transport and functional trip chains
in Finnish growth centres, while ensuring
comprehensive basic mobility services outside the cities is becoming increasingly challenged. The ageing population increasingly
prefers public transport, and the increase
in environmental awareness will shift consumer behaviour in a more energy-efficient,
emissions-reducing direction. The popularity of walking and cycling short distances is
also expected to increase. At the same time,
people are wishing for individual solutions to
their mobility needs.
People’s mobility needs will be served by
smart technology-based traffic services that
we cannot even imagine at this point. Owning cars will partly be replaced by the sharing
economy. Mobility as a Service models will
make trip chains that combine several modes

People’s mobility needs
will be served by smart
technology-based traffic
services that we cannot even imagine
at this point.”
of transport smooth and easy to use. Services that transcend trip and transport chains
make the lives of consumers easier: in the future, finding out the route and buying a ticket from A to B can increasingly often be done
with a single click.
Future traffic is also characterised by flexibility. People will look for a solution that befits their situation at each time; this could alternate between walking, railway, car sharing,
co-use of vehicles or autonomous vehicles
that relay data.
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The world’s safest, smoothest
and most environmentally
friendly trafﬁc through EUR 5 bn
smart services

EUR 1 bn
The emission
costs of trafﬁc
within Finland

The public
sector’s trafﬁc
expenditure
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will proceed
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Smart
services
for trafﬁc

EUR 14 bn

Autonomous vehicles
that relay data
New forms
of mobility

The population will age

Households’
trafﬁc
expenditure

FOR CITIZENS
Safe and
smooth trafﬁc

SMART
ECOSYSTEM
New services,
exports and foreign
investments

Climate change will
present challenges
EUR 8 bn
Companies’
transport
expenditure
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lower trafﬁc
emissions by 2030

FOR THE SOCIETY

Opportunities and
challenges arising
from the megatrends

From owning to
the sharing economy

-50%

FOR COMPANIES
Efﬁcient
logistics
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TMFG’s strategy

The world’s smoothest trafﬁc
through smart services
Finland is a country with the world’s safest,
smoothest and most environmentally
friendly trafﬁc

VISION

The world’s best trafﬁc control
and trafﬁc information

MISSION

WAYS
TO SUCCEED

•
•
•
•
•

Safe and smooth traﬃc
Partnerships and new services
Eﬃcient operations
Good leadership and capability for reform
Increasing the social impact
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STRATEGY

The world’s smoothest traffic through smart services
The ambitious vision of Traffic
Management Finland is to make
Finland a country with the world’s
safest, smoothest and most
environmentally friendly traffic. In
order to achieve this, the company
provides the world’s best traffic
control and traffic information.
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Mikko Saariaho, Impact Officer at TMF,
what role will the company play in
developing future traffic?
“Megatrends are rapidly shaping Finns’ mobility habits. The population is ageing, and our
society is undergoing urbanisation, which will
increase the significance of public transport.
People want more flexibility and comfort to
their travel, and owning vehicles will partly be
substituted for the sharing economy. At the
same time, climate change is changing consumer behaviour and setting pressure to reduce the carbon footprint of traffic.
TMF wants to contribute to making
Finland a country with the world’s safest, smoothest and most environmentally
friendly traffic. The vision is aligned with the
goal of reducing emissions from traffic by
50% by 2030 included in the Government
Programme.
The aim is ambitious: In international terms, Finnish traffic is efficient and of a
high quality even today, but the reduction of
traffic deaths and emissions from road traf-

fic, for example, has not succeeded as much
as in some competitor countries. Therefore,
a lot remains to be done. TMF can act in the
centre of the transformation of traffic by offering world-class traffic data and data platform to its partners in addition to services
for smart traffic. The company believes that
Finland can become a pioneer in smart traffic solutions and wants to accelerate this
development.”
How will TMF succeed in its aim?
“In order to make the vision come true, the
company offers the world’s best traffic control and traffic information. The traffic control services provided by the company play a
key role in ensuring that Finland is accessible
by air and railway and that road and maritime
traffic flow smoothly and safely. The company’s services support citizen’s mobility, respond to the economy’s transport needs and
support the operations of safety and security
authorities.

Smart mobility requires increasingly intelligent traffic control and traffic information.
TMF combines expertise in all modes of traffic and real-time situational traffic information in a way that is unique even at the global
scale, allowing the company and the partners
that utilise its data to review and develop
traffic on the whole.
Together with its partners, the company
can create traffic services that benefit society on the whole: technology facilitates e.g.
combining different modes of transport into
smooth trip chains and efficiently optimising
traffic flows with the current infrastructure,
making it possible to smartly allocate heavy
traffic infrastructure investments.
The open data provided by the company
to traffic companies plays a key role in accelerating the transformation of traffic. Finnish and international innovators can utilise
it to open up new growth and export opportunities while providing citizens with safer,
smoother and more environmentally friendly
traffic services.”
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Traffic Management Finland’s five ways of succeeding
1

2

3

4

5

Safe and smooth traffic

Partnerships and new services

Efficient operations

Good leadership and
capability for reform

Increasing the social impact

• The company sees to safe,
smooth and environmentally
sustainable traffic, also as
traffic volumes increase.
• The company develops the
safety culture of its own
operations and the value
chain on the whole.
• The company cooperates
with defence and safety
authorities.

• The company facilitates
growth in the traffic service
market as well as innovation
in traffic and export products
by offering platform and
information services to the
traffic ecosystem.

• The company provides
services efficiently and
increases the level of
automation.
• The company utilises internal
synergies, creates efficient
and uniform support services
and operates profitably
across all areas.

• The company ensures good
managerial work and good
management practices,
develops the expertise of
the personnel, organisation,
operating models and culture
so that they support the
operation and renewal of the
Group and the traffic system.

• Increasing and refining traffic
information
• New services together with
partners
• Supporting the growth of the
traffic market
• Reducing emissions from
traffic
• Growing popularity of public
transport
• Increasingly efficient logistics
chains with e.g. real-time
traffic situation information
• Strengthening overall safety
and security.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT FINLAND / ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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Impacts on and benefits to society
Traffic Management Finland is more than the sum of its parts. The company operates amidst a transformation
of strong megatrends, and it can have a significant impact on Finnish mobility. By supporting the traffic
ecosystem and its diverse parties it is possible to create new services and to innovate better future for traffic.
Starting points of our work

Ways to succeed

Results of our work

Impacts on and benefits to society

Mission

Strategy

New solutions and innovations

Smooth and accessible Finland

We control traffic on land, sea and air. The
traffic information we provide helps companies
to create new mobility solutions for people
and goods. Smart traffic control and traffic
management services and up-to-date
traffic information improve the safety and
smoothness of traffic while reducing emissions.

1. Safe and smooth traffic.
2. Partnerships and new services.
3. Efficient operations.
4. Good leadership and capability for reform.
5. Increasing the social impact.

• Development of the Digitraffic data
platform as well as facilitating and
accelerating innovation by traffic companies
• Increasing use of traffic information,
approximately 14 million interface calls per
day
• Smart solutions and services

• Enhanced safety and smoothness of traffic
• Minimum accidents and incidents.
• Efficient and comprehensive trip and transport
chains.
• Real-time information at the traffic system
level guarantees optimised trip chains,
cost-efficient logistics and a good customer
experience.
• World-class control and information services
attract traffic operators to the Finnish market.

Finances
• Strong balance sheet
• Revenue from service sales EUR 221.9
million (financial year 2019: 19 September
2018–31 December 2019).

People
• More than 1,100 employees in 29 locations
• Cooperation and joint value creation with
partners and other stakeholders

Tools
• Systems and equipment
• 44 traffic control centres
• Traffic information platform Digitraffic
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Functional and reliable
basic services
• Air traffic: 280,000 flights controlled and
more than 430,000 runway operations per
year
• Railway traffic: 500,000 trains controlled
per year
• Maritime traffic: 30,000 port calls of
international traffic per year, 8,600,000
international traffic containers transported
per month
• Road traffic: Distance travelled on roads
supervised by us: 9,300,000 km by heavy
vehicles, 110,000,000 km by passenger car,
1,700,000 km by bus

Safe traffic network
• Prevention of accidents, communications and
swift resolution of incidents reduce personal,
property and environmental damage.
• Our services facilitate efficient official
activities, which safeguards the overall
security of Finland.
• Foresight of traffic system-level changes
ensures a safe and efficient traffic system.

Environmentally friendly mobility
• Our services allow decreasing consumption
of energy and materials and a reduction of
emissions.
• By preventing accidents, we avoid oil and
chemical spills.

Strong economy and
competitive businesses
• The overall optimisation of investments and
maintenance and efficiency brought about
by automation provide cost-savings to
society and users.
• The comprehensive real-time traffic data
we offer facilitates the development of new
traffic services.
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AIR NAVIGATION

ANS Finland guarantees
the safety of Finnish air traffic
Air Navigation Services Finland
Oy (ANS Finland) is responsible
for managing the use of Finnish
airspace as well as providing
flight route and air navigation
services at Finnish airports.
Planes move in the controlled
airspace in accordance with the
instructions of air traffic control.
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ANS Finland ensures that air traffic is safe
and has no delays and guarantees that Finland is accessible, which is strongly based on
air traffic, 24/7/365. In addition, it has special
tasks relating to air rescue and area control.
At the beginning of 2019, the ownership
of the company was transferred to the new
Traffic Management Finland. After this, the
air navigation strategy was updated for the
next five-year period. The data concerning air
traffic produced by the traffic control company lays down a foundation for travel-related
innovation transcending the boundaries of
modes of transport. The aim is that this will
increasingly strengthen the social impact of
air navigation.
In its operations, air navigation aims at
customer orientation, smoothness and efficiency. Skilled employees are its biggest
asset.

The service promise was
fulfilled in the new Group
The transition to TMF tinted the company’s
year. It fulfilled its service promise with determination amidst the change: area control
and network airports had no delays whatsoever during the year, and no flights were cancelled due to reasons attributable to air navigation. The safety goals were also met.
In 2019, the company also renewed the
collective agreement for air traffic controllers and improved its cost efficiency: air
navigation service fees will decrease by approximately 12 per cent in area control and
Helsinki Airport in 2020.

Air navigation
service fees will
decrease by
approximately 12
per cent in area
control and Helsinki
Airport in 2020.
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Air navigation through
remote connections
During the year, the company developed the
Multi-ROT concept uniquely in Europe together with the airport operator Finavia, allowing a single air traffic controller to manage the air navigation of several airports via
remote connections. Remote air traffic control towers aim to enhance the cost efficiency of air navigation services and maintain an
adequate level of service at airports with low
volumes as well.
The concept was submitted to the Finnish
Transport and Communications Agency Traficom for approval in 2019. In 2020, the company will make the final decision on both the
technical system and airports where any operations will be started together with Finavia.

New application for
managing drone traffic
During the year, ANS Finland also worked on
an airspace management application to make
the management of drone traffic safe and
flexible, among other purposes. Unmanned
remote-controlled aerial vehicles and drones
are developing and quickly becoming more
common. Therefore, it is important to find
solutions to flexibly and safely coordinate
conventional and unmanned aviation. Regulations on drones are still developing, and it

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT FINLAND / ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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was not found out during 2019 how low-level
(U-space) services will be provided to users,
so the work will continue in 2020.

Additional revenue from sales of
training and services
An air traffic controller training programme
has begun at the company’s own educational institution, Avia College, each autumn. Avia
College also continuously trains foreign air
traffic controllers for the international market. The aim is to also deliberately take part
in competitive bids for air navigation services opening in Europe. The European Union
wants to harmonise the European airspace
and increase competition in service production, and the company will aim to ensure
the competitiveness of its operations in the
changing market in this way, among other
means.
The company also offers its services to
other service providers. It has accumulated a lot of experience and professional skill
in airspace planning and in particular safety
management tasks. This expertise will be particularly offered to companies operating in
maritime, road and railway traffic.
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The subsidiary
fulfilled its service
promise with
determination amidst the
change: area control and
network airports had no
delays whatsoever during
the year, and no flights were
cancelled due to reasons
attributable to the subsidiary.”

FINEST project creates air
navigation cooperation
between Finland and Estonia
The European Union is requiring its Member States to reduce
the costs of air traffic. One of the
responses to this demand is the
FINEST project, unique in Europe,
which is implemented by ANS Finland together with Estonian Air
Navigation Services (EANS).
The FINEST programme aims to
create an environment in which
air navigation services can be provided across borders. The service allows service providers in either country to provide services to the other as necessary – meaning that a pilot
can be served by Estonian or Finnish air traffic control in shared airspace.
FINEST will increase the efficiency of operations and decrease emissions with the jointly
managed airspace providing airlines with optimum flight routes that are as short as possible. The programme will also allow Estonian air navigation service to use the area control back-up location at Helsinki Airport in exceptional situations.
The implementation of the project, one of ANS Finland’s spearhead projects, began in
2019. The aim is to adopt the operating model pursuant to the FINEST project in three
phases, the last of which will take place in 2022.
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RAILWAY TRAFFIC CONTROL

Finrail ensures the smooth flow
of railway traffic
Finrail Oy’s services include railway traffic control, traffic planning to
coordinate railway work and traffic, capacity management, operation centre
operations and passenger information services related to railway travel.

It is also responsible for the safety control
room and technical control room. Furthermore, Finrail provides expert and training
services to all operators in the railway sector, among others. No train runs without traffic control. In practice, railway traffic would
grind to a halt without the company’s professional and skilled personnel.
Railway traffic control has a significant
value to society: it is responsible for the safe
and smooth travel of more than 500,000
trains and 82 million passengers each year.
One of the aims is to improve the competitiveness and popularity of railway traffic, as
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Finrail is responsible for
the safe and smooth
			 travel of more than
million passengers.

82
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After the transition to Traffic Management Finland,
the strategy of railway traffic
control has been updated and
spearhead projects promoted
with determination have been
specified for the subsidiary.”
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it, among other things, causes less emissions
and consumes less energy than other modes
of transport.
Finrail is committed to providing the
world’s safest and most advanced railway
traffic control with smart systems. Employees with a passionate attitude toward their
work are to thank for this. The company will
continue to invest in strengthening their
expertise.

Spearhead projects are
promoted with determination
After the transition to Traffic Management
Finland, the strategy of railway traffic control
has been updated and spearhead projects,
such as the Digital Railway, improving the
quality of railway traffic control and increasing automation, have been specified for the
subsidiary and they are promoted with determination. For additional information about
the spearhead projects, see the TMF website.

Traffic control and remote control
systems transferred to Finrail

Capacity management to Finrail

At the beginning of 2019, the operation and
development of traffic management and
remote control systems were transferred
from the Finnish Transport Agency (currently Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency) to Finrail. In conjunction with the transfer of the systems, railway traffic centre,
safety control room and technical control
room, new experts were also transferred to
the subsidiary from the Finnish Transport
Agency.
The company’s customer relationship with
the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency
is based on a strategic partnership, and the
cooperation has improved further during the
year. The roles have become clearer, communication has become more efficient and the
partners have a shared strategic intent.

At the beginning of 2019, the company began
to provide railway traffic capacity management services to the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency. The task is to provide all railway undertakings with the necessary capacity
in the railway network equally and to ensure
that traffic is smooth, punctual and safe.
In 2020, the company will expand its service into railway capacity management of
the Helsinki and Ilmala yards. Therefore, it
launched an overall reform of the capacity
management system in 2019. The reform, referred to as Saaga, aims to optimise the use
of the railway network, provide an even better situational view, foresee traffic situations
and automatically identify any conflicts.
Sharing and maintaining a situational view
of yards to different undertakings is an im-

portant part of both the planning phase and
operational traffic management. The system on the whole will gradually also replace
the line capacity management of the current
LIIKE system.

Safety is at a good level
Safety is very important to Finrail in all of its
operations. During 2019, there were no serious accidents or incidents caused by traffic control. The safety action plan was implemented almost in its entirety.
The development of safety is long-term
work, and part of the measures will continue to a significant extent in 2020. The importance of information security rose to a new
level in 2019 due to the systems transferred
to the company, and significant investments
were made in it during 2019. The work will
continue in 2020.

Business intelligence and analytics
package proceeded
One of the most essential strategic projects
in railway traffic control is the business intelligence and analytics package. A data warehouse project was launched in 2019, migrating all of the information collected by the
company to a cloud-based data warehouse.
By the end of 2019, the most significant data
and analytics had been migrated to the new
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environment. The first real-time data interface was opened towards the end of the year.
In 2019, the company began to share data
with stakeholders. The sharing of information
aims to provide the stakeholders with better
opportunities for developing their analytics
and operations on the whole. Sharing information between different parties benefits
the railway traffic sector on the whole, and
thereby also the end users of the services.
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Digirail envisions the future of
Finnish railway traffic
Digirail is a nationwide analysis project
aiming to reform the traffic control and
safety system or railway traffic. In practice, it outlines the future of Finnish railway traffic using modern information
systems.
The vision is that an increasing number
of trains will operate on the current rail-

RAMI and KAKO projects
are in full swing

way sections and traffic will be environ-

The RAMI project to reform the nationwide
passenger information system was in full
swing in 2019. Once complete, it will bring
about reforms to PA and display systems and
guarantee train passengers even more real-time information at stations. The aim is to
deploy the system during 2020.
The KAKO project aiming to modernise
remote control in southeast Finland has progressed as planned, and signal box modifications were successfully made during the year
with minimum disturbance to traffic. The reform is intended to provide the control system with operational reliability, thereby increasing safety and the punctuality of trains.
The project is planned to be fully complete in
2022.

punctual and safer. At the same time,
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mentally friendlier, more reliable, more
the cost efficiency of railway traffic will
improve. The development work is also
likely to give rise to innovations with potential in the international market.
The Digirail project launched in 2019
involves the entire railway sector. The
Ministry of Transport and Communications leads the steering group for the
project, and the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency and Finrail act as
project management partners. The final
report of the project with action proposals will be submitted to the ministry in
spring 2020. The follow-up will be decided on after this.
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ROAD TRAFFIC CONTROL

ITM Finland facilitates safe and smooth
traffic on the Finnish road network
Intelligent Traffic Management Oy (ITM Finland) offers
nationwide road traffic control and management services from system and software
design to operational road
traffic centre operations.

and service development, as well as situational information systems.
The company contributes to transforming road traffic towards a smart traffic system covering all modes of transport, where
enriched data flows via open interfaces and
thereby promotes safer, smoother and more
ecological movement of goods and people.

Implementation of the strategy began
In 2019, road traffic control was transferred
from a government agency to ITM Finland,
starting its operations at the beginning of the
year, and part of Traffic Management Finland.
The service solutions of road traffic control facilitate safe and smooth traffic on the
Finnish road network – every day of the year.
The services include road traffic control and
management, roadside technology, road
weather services and road traffic product
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2019 was a year of creating new things, developing business and increasing operational
efficiency for ITM Finland. The starting point
of operations was the parent company Traffic
Management Finland’s vision of the world’s
safest, smoothest and most environmentally friendly traffic through smart services in
Finland.
During the year, the company laid down a
foundation for the new strategy and an agile
corporate culture in the Group’s pilot project

and began the deployment of functions compatible with them. The aim is to increase the
safety and fluency of road traffic in all service
sectors from road traffic control and management to roadside technology and product
and service development.
In 2019, the company developed its operations pursuant to the objectives. The focus
was particularly on strengthening the operational reliability of its core operations – road
traffic control and management – as well as
the development of road traffic and condition
information. There has also been strong service development in infrastructure projects,
such as new roadside and tunnel projects.

New business for
road traffic control
from the Ring Road I
and Central Pasila
tunnels.

The reform aims at a strong, shared
corporate culture
The company’s success originates in the
well-being of personnel. In 2019, it launched
work to reform the corporate culture. The
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aim is to create a strong and shared corporate culture that is based on an open, encouraging working community that is willing to
reform. All employees have been engaged in
the development work. They have actively
taken part in building the corporate culture at
e.g. development days and in diverse project
teams.

Product packaging of services and
clarification of responsibilities and
roles
In 2019, the company began to productise
services and clarified the roles and responsibilities by service sector.
At the same time, it took a clearer role as
a turnkey provider of roadside technology. In
the Keilaniemi tunnel project in Espoo, for example, the company was involved in the design, construction and testing of the technical
traffic systems.
ITM Finland’s road traffic centre is responsible for the supervision and operation of the
tunnel. Approximately 35,000 vehicles pass
through the tunnel each day, and it takes the
traffic of Ring Road I underground for almost
half a kilometre. MANK ry granted the project
“ISO TÖMPPÄ”, one of the most prestigious
awards in the infrastructure sector in Finland.
During the year, the company also expanded its operations into other advanced tunnel
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The focus was
particularly on
strengthening the
operational reliability of its
core operations – road traffic
control and management –
as well as the development
of road traffic and condition
information.”
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Future road traffic relies on data
Shared car to the train station, train ride, then by e-bike to
the destination. All this purchased via a single mobile application. How does it sound?
Solutions for the challenges of safer and smoother mobility are continuously sought, and digitalisation and automation are providing us with completely novel ways of thinking about the traffic. Up-to-date traffic information, artificial
intelligence, machine learning and automation support trip
chains combining different modes of transport, for example.
ITM Finland wants to take Finnish traffic systems to the top
of the world. The subsidiary can collect data, refine it into
data streams and share it with others that need it and service

locations, such as the Teollisuuskatu tunnel in
Helsinki, Kuparivuori tunnel in Naantali and
the T3 hospital tunnel in Turku.
Significant new projects were also carried
out on national road sections. In the Vt4 national road Pohjantie project, for example,
the company was responsible for the development of the telematics contract and operation of the traffic management system. With
intelligent telematics, the road traffic centre
can manage and control traffic more comprehensively on a road with over 60,000 vehicles per day at peak times.
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developers. It will play a key role in taking road traffic towards a smart traffic ecosystem. In the future, enriched data
shared via open data interfaces will be utilised in creating
safer, smoother and more ecological road traffic.
The company believes in cooperation. Therefore, it cooperates closely with partners and engages in active dialogue
with market operators. By way of its operations, the subsidiary can, in addition to promoting safety, guarantee the competitiveness of our economy and take part in pursuing solutions for more ecological mobility in Finland.
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VESSEL TRAFFIC CONTROL

VTS Finland lays down the
foundation for safe maritime traffic
Seafaring is vital to Finland. Approximately 90% of Finland’s exports and
80% of imports are shipped by sea, and every year, approximately 20 million
passengers travel between Finnish and international ports. The task of
Vessel Traffic Services Finland Oy’s (VTS Finland) vessel traffic centres
is to ensure that vessel traffic is safe, smooth and free from incidents
– now and in the future. At the same time, the subsidiary protects the
vulnerable Baltic Sea from environmental damage caused by accidents.

VTS Finland provides vessel traffic services
to merchant shipping and other marine traffic and maintains safety radio operations. Its
day-to-day operations are based on a certified ISO 9001-compliant quality management system that guarantees reliable vessel
traffic service of a uniform quality.

High quality is ensured
amidst change
In 2019, maritime traffic control was transferred from a government agency to VTS Finland, starting its operations at the beginning
of the year, and part of Traffic Management
Finland. The major change did not affect basic work: the services retained their high
quality and reliability, and maritime traffic
control operated in the normal way.
Amidst the change, the company was engaged in continuous dialogue with its personnel. The company is proud of its committed
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20 million

passengers travel
between Finnish and
international ports
each year.

professionals and wants to ensure its employees’ well-being and active involvement in
the development of operations. Creating an
encouraging corporate culture is in fact one
of VTS Finland’s spearhead projects.
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For additional information about the
spearhead projects, see the Traffic Management Finland website.
A new strategy was prepared for maritime
traffic control in 2019: the company will expand its certified quality management system
to cover all of the company’s operations in
addition to operational traffic control. It will
develop its basic services and improve the
operational prerequisites of maritime traffic
by diversely utilising up-to-date information.
As a new undertaking, VTS Finland will clarify its role and deepen its cooperation with
other maritime traffic and logistics operators
and authorities.

Investments in safety
During 2019, the company increased its level of safety by investing strongly in the development of its safety management system.
The safety management system is audited in
accordance with the National Security Audit
Criteria (KATAKRI), taking into account the
solutions of safety and security management,
physical safety and technical information
security.
Traficom and the Navy have audited the
operations of the subsidiary in Helsinki,
Turku and Lappeenranta.
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Collaborative solutions for traffic on
the Baltic Sea from EU projects
VTS Finland is involved in two projects funded by the European Union. In 2018–2020, it
is taking part in the two-part STM EfficientFlow project. Its first part develops collaborative solutions that make port calls faster in
the traffic between the ports of Rauma and
Gävle.
The second part aims to increase the efficiency of vessels’ real-time information exchange. Certain passages in the Archipelago Sea and near Stockholm can be so narrow
that only one vessel can pass at a time for
safety reasons. Exchanging information can
improve the timing of vessel encounters,
which reduces fuel consumption by up to seven per cent.
The Safety of Navigation in the Baltic
Sea by Sea Traffic Management (STM BALT
SAFE) project is also underway in 2019–
2021. The aim is to fit tankers with smart systems that allow them to communicate their
route plans with other vessels and authorities in the Baltic Sea region. This will enhance
the safety of maritime traffic.

Increased efficiency and safety with
smart systems
Safety and efficiency are paramount to the
company. It deployed a proactive risk identi-
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The major
change did not
affect basic
work: the services retained
their high quality and
reliability, and maritime
traffic control operated in
the normal way.”

fication system during 2019. The smart system aims to detect deviations in the movements of seafaring vessels as well as any
emerging dangerous situations. It warns vessel traffic service operators of potential risks
and gives valuable additional time to address
dangerous situations.
The company also uses the e-Strip system for producing more detailed information
about the arrival times of vessels, which will
be shared via an open interface in the future.
This allows the authorities and port operators to prepare for the arrival of vessels in a
timely manner. Emissions will decrease and
efficiency improve by avoiding unnecessary
waiting times at ports.

Busy year for maritime traffic centres – a total of 658 incidents were recorded
2019 was a busy year for the vessel traffic centres of the company seeing to the safety of maritime traffic, with a total of 658 vessel traffic incidents recorded during the year. This also included preventing ten potential groundings.
Engine and technical failures and power supply failures were one of the most common causes of incidents. Other incidents were reported for example due to excessive speeds, reporting
violations and incidents relating to pilotage and icebreaking services due to severe weather
conditions.
*A VTS incident report is written when something abnormal takes place on a vessel or at sea,
such as a dangerous situation, accident, violation or a failure affecting the manoeuvrability of
the vessel.
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The ecosystem and technology service unit
supports the promotion of the Finnish traffic market
Traffic Management Finland
established an ecosystem and
technology services unit in August
2019. The unit is responsible
for planning, implementing and
operating a shared operational
digital architecture and offering
services to diverse parties
to the traffic ecosystem. The
unit is also responsible for the
company’s joint IT services.
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TMF provides external parties with the
Digitraffic service, providing open traffic
data that operators can use to create novel
business, make the trip chains of people and
goods easier and create value for Finnish society on the whole. For example in order to accelerate new digital services and the service
market, cooperation with traffic-sector operators will become increasingly close in 2020.
The themes of the collaboration projects include sharing road traffic and condition information and sharing more detailed arrival
information of seafaring vessels to parties operating in ports.
It is the task of TMF to strengthen its role
as a force that promotes the entire Finnish
traffic sector. The aim is that different parties to society see traffic as a single whole
– instead of individual modes of transport.
The company wants to support growth in the
share of public transport and other sustainable modes of travel.

The start-up of the
company went well
Building the new company Traffic Management
Finland has been at the core of the ecosystem
and technology services unit in 2019. The integration of the IT systems of the different modes
of transport has gone well, and the change has
increased the efficiency of the company as a
whole. The work will continue in 2020.
During the year, TMF disseminated information about its operations as an accelerator of the traffic ecosystem to its stakeholders and recruited experts. In addition, it has
commenced close cooperation with partners,
such as the Finnish Transport Infrastructure
Agency, cities and service operators.

Digitraffic saw 14 million
daily interface calls in 2019.
The volume of use increased
by 50 per cent. More than
100,000 users use traffic information via the company’s
own channels alone each
month.

Investments in the
company’s shared tools
The company aims to develop shared tools
within the Group for use by all modes of trans30
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port. Development efforts underway in 2019
included a shared contract and document
management solution and a shared intranet
and teamwork solution, and the procurement
of a shared reporting and analytics service
serving the needs of all business function was
commenced.

Digitraffic data can give rise to
services that benefit consumers
Traffic Management Finland aims to help
traffic companies in creating new services. It
provides external parties with the Digitraffic
service that offers real-time traffic data from
the Finnish road network, railway traffic and
maritime traffic.
In 2019, the company developed the Digitraffic service by adding several new data
types to it, such as more detailed maintenance data and weather forecasts, seafaring
smart buoy data and changing road signs. In
the future, the data content will be expanded
both geographically and with new data types.
The use of the data provided by Digitraffic increased by 50 per cent in 2019. As many
as 14 million interface calls were made with it
each day during the year. The popularity reflects a growing desire among Finns to utilise real-time traffic information to support
their mobility. Also, companies operating in
the traffic sector are rapidly developing their
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business and consumer services in which
data plays a key role.
Data shared via open interfaces can be
utilised extensively in road traffic navigation systems and services as well as consumer mobile applications, such as services that
make the choice of trip chains easier, among
other purposes.

New Traffic Situation
application for citizens
In October 2019, Traffic Management Finland published the Traffic Situation mobile application using Digitraffic data for
consumers.
The Traffic Situation service provides information about e.g. ongoing roadwork, traffic incidents, weight restrictions and winter
maintenance. In addition, the service provides road weather camera images from all
over Finland and information about ice roads,
road weather and marine warnings.
The customers of railway traffic are served
with station-specific passenger traffic timetable and punctuality data, for example.
The users have found the application, with
approximately twenty thousand downloads
so far. The application is a good example of
innovations benefiting the entire society that
can be created using data provided by Traffic
Management Finland.
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Impact and safety are at
the core of responsibility
Traffic Management Finland is a globally exceptional company, as it is responsible for
the control of all existing modes of transport.
This provides it with unique opportunities for
influencing the most significant responsibility themes of the traffic system, such as traffic
safety and climate issues.
Responsibility is particularly important to TMF because the company is responsible for all Finns: According to Traficom’s passenger traffic survey, citizens use
road, railway, maritime or air traffic services more than two times a day on average in their mobility. In addition to this, the
company receives the majority of its funding from sales of services to the state, and
thereby it is also financially accountable to
taxpayers.
It is not sufficient for the company to simply fulfil its statutory obligations. When it
succeeds in its impact work, safe and cleaner traffic is possible in Finland – using the
best-working traffic solutions possible.
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TMF will develop its reporting on responsibility as the new operating models become
established within the company.
Stakeholder cooperation
The company has identified its key stakeholders and designated a person responsible for
each group within the Group Management
Team. The Group’s key stakeholders are customers, employees, the state, defence and
security authorities, media, mode of transport authorities and NGOs, cities, politicians,
industry organisations, ecosystem operators,
end users and researchers.
The company is engaged in continuous and
open dialogue with its stakeholders to develop its operations and the entire industry in an
increasingly sustainable direction. The stakeholders expect ensuring safety, efficient operations, social impact and openness from it.
In 2020, the company will continue
the dialogue that has started well with its
stakeholders.
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Key responsibility themes
Responsibility plays a key role in the basic
structure and business of Traffic Management Finland. The traffic vision 2030 states
that the company aims to create the world’s
safest, smoothest and most environmentally
friendly traffic with its smart services.
However, genuine impact is not possible
without responsible processes and operating
models. During 2019, TMF focused on creating a strong shared responsibility management policy throughout the company.
The company identified the responsibility
themes to the right as significant to it. It will
prepare a materiality analysis during 2020 to
ensure the key themes of responsibility.

Safety
We work to prevent accidents (personal, property, environment) in everything we do.
We guarantee data protection and information security.

Environmental
responsibility

Social
responsibility

Financial
responsibility

We promote the
environmental friendliness
and smoothness of traffic.

We are a good working
community and
reliable partner.

We operate responsibly
and efficiently in our special
assignment. Our services
improve the competitiveness of
Finland and create new business
opportunities for companies.

Good corporate governance
Functional structures, management methods, processes and competence.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT FINLAND / ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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Good corporate governance
Safety

Social responsibility and impact require good
corporate governance and fulfilment of statutory obligations. Traffic Management Finland commenced its operations on 1 January
2019. The maritime, railway and road traffic control services managed by the Finnish
Transport Agency as well as Finrail Oy and
Air Navigation Services Finland Oy were
transferred to the company. The principles
and regulations guiding the work were recreated using the best practices from the different modes of transport. The subsidiaries now
follow shared rules. The Board of Directors
approved the majority of the management
system documents in December 2019.
During 2020, it will be an important task
for the company to implement the new operating methods in all of the company’s
functions.
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Social responsibility
Working
community

Environmental
responsibility

Financial
responsibility

Good corporate
governance

Partner

Our work
is guided by
policies and
guidelines

Management and
organisation, Risk
management policy,
Procurement principles.

Remuneration
management,
Equality plan.

Management
and organisation,
Procurement principles.

Management and
organisation,
Environmental
strategy,
Procurement
principles.

Management and
organisation,
Group’s decision-making
guidelines,
Guideline on beneficial
owners and politically
exposed persons
pursuant to the act
on money laundering,
Financial policy,
Risk management policy,
Procurement principles.

Code of Conduct,
Guideline on compliance
with competition
legislation,
Insider guidelines.

Responsibilities

SQE Director,
Safety management
team,
Subsidiaries’ own safety
and security officer.

HR Director

Impact Officer

SQE Director

CFO

CEO,
Director of legal affairs
and procurement,
shared responsibility in
everyone’s duties.

Activity
in 2019

Harmonisation of the
Group’s safety work and
development of the risk
management operating
model.

HR processes
and policies were
prepared for the
Group.

Stakeholder responsibilities were specified, a
plan for stakeholder dialogue was created and
cooperation with partners was made closer.

Environmental strategy
and development of
key focus areas for the
Group and subsidiaries.

Increasing the efficiency
of operations pursuant
to the strategy.

Management model
reform.
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Safety
Traffic Management Finland’s
line of business is particularly
safety-critical: a potential accident
can cause losses to people, the
environment and the economy.
Safety work is extensive within
the Group, and the company
ambitiously develops safety.

The company operates in
a safety-critical field
Traffic control plays a significant role in guaranteeing the safety of traffic: TMF is responsible for planes and trains reaching their destinations safely. The company’s services prevent
accidents in road and railway traffic as well.
The company’s safety includes incident
management, risk management, preparation,
management of safety deviations, information and cyber security, as well as corporate
security.
Safety work is coordinated
The company’s operating principles include
that a subsidiary is responsible for its own
safety through appropriate practices, methods
and procedures. A joint safety management
system, synchronised as part of the subsidiaries’ operating methods and their own safety management systems, was also created in
conjunction with the launch of the Group.
The system was created by surveying the
subsidiaries’ operating methods and picking
best practices from them.
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A safety management team for the entire
company was also established in 2019, promoting key development targets, such as enhancing the safety management method, establishing the risk management operating
model and transitioning to the digital age. The
team includes the SQE Director, risk management director, corporate security manager, information and cyber security director and the
safety officer of each subsidiary.
Safety is reported on in more detail
During 2019, the company developed its own
risk management operating model covering all
business functions for regularly surveying the
potential risks, identifying their severities and
specifying the necessary management methods to prevent them and manage risks. The
key risks are regularly reported to the company’s Board of Directors and Management
Team. Risk management-related reporting will
commence to its full extent in 2020.
Safety indicators were also adopted in the
control of road and maritime traffic as of the
beginning of 2020. The indicators have been

The Group’s safety
includes incident
management, risk
management, preparation,
management of safety
deviations, information and
cyber security, as well as
corporate security.
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in use in air navigation and railway traffic control already before. The actual results of the
safety indicators are regularly monitored by
the boards of directors of the Group and subsidiaries, as well as their management teams.
Information security is the result of
cooperation
Particular attention was paid to information
security in 2019. During the year, the Group
recruited a new chief information and cyber
security officer, and significant investments
were made in improving information security.
In addition, an extensive analysis of the baseline of information security at the company
was conducted.
Thanks to the analysis, Traffic Management Finland was able to better identify its
information security risks and launch the required development measures in different
subsidiaries to increase the level of information security. No significant information security deviations or breaches of information
security were reported in 2019.
Information security issues cannot be resolved within the Group alone. The most typical risks arise when interacting with diverse
partners or using third-party systems. Extensive cooperation and communication with
key stakeholders and partners is therefore
particularly important.
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For example, Finrail cooperated closely with the Finnish Transport Infrastructure
Agency during 2019 by launching a joint
information and cyber security survey relating to the information security of safety
equipment and remote control systems. The
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency is
responsible for the development and maintenance of the state’s road network, railways
and waterways.
Safer 2020
In 2020, the company will make the cooperation between the different subsidiaries increasingly close in the safety management
group. It prepared the management model in
2019. Based on it, it will be easy to begin implementing the traffic vision 2030 goal of safer traffic.
The company will also maintain its safety
expertise by organising safety-related exercises. During 2020, TMF will organise internal exercises and take part in several external
exercises according to a separate plan.
The company operates in an increasingly digital world, and artificial intelligence can
provide the company with various opportunities. In the future, artificial intelligence can
help the company to improve its operational processes, avoid human error and prepare
better for incidents.

Maritime traffic control
prevented severe groundings
The starting point of the operations of the maritime
traffic control centres of VTS Finland is to ensure safe
and smooth traffic, thereby also safeguarding the fragile marine environment of Finland from maritime accidents. The Baltic Sea is one of the world’s busies
marine areas, and the Gulf of Finland, for instance,
sees approximately 36,000 port calls per year. In
2019, maritime traffic control prevented ten potential
groundings.
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Environment
Traffic has a strong impact on climate change. Traffic accounts for
approximately 20 per cent of Finland’s CO2 emissions, and road traffic accounts for 90 per cent of this
impact. The company helps Finland to reach the ambitious climate
objectives set by the Government
with traffic control services and
utilisation of traffic information.

Traffic Management Finland can contribute
to reducing emissions by facilitating competitive alternatives to private car use with
digital trip chains based on public transport,
by promoting the smoothness of road traffic, enhancing the competitiveness of railway
traffic with high-quality traffic control and
supporting the efficiency of transport chains
that combine different modes of transport by
offering real-time information.
The company also wants to prevent environmental damage caused by traffic through
traffic control. The identification and management of risks and appropriate processes
that work play a key role in this.
Review of operations in 2020
The environmental strategy includes action
plans for all of the company’s business operations. Active work to promote the measures
began in 2020. TMF will build an environmental management team to coordinate environmental efforts at the level of the company as a whole.
During the year, it will also specify company-level guidelines and targets to aim at car-
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bon neutrality. The focus areas are energy
efficiency, renewable energy, mobility of employees and procurement. The company will
prepare an environmental programme that
includes a detailed specification of the factors
of environmental performance and targets
for environmental responsibility pursuant to
the principle of continuous improvement. The
company will also create an environmental
management system to function as an internal
system for data collection, documentation and
reporting of environmental matters.
Data facts to also support
others’ environmental work
TMF offers information used in traffic control and generated in operations extensively
to the traffic sector. The company hopes that
the information it provides as open data will
benefit parties ranging from businesses to officials. The information can support creating
environmentally friendly services and making
decisions, as well as generally encourage innovative solutions in the struggle against climate change. TMF also aims to act as a facilitator between different parties.

The environmental strategy
will guide our steps
During 2019, Traffic Management Finland
specified its environmental responsibility,
took the environment into account in the
company’s business plan and prepared a
new environmental strategy, specifying
the focuses of its environmental efficiency:
• Environmentally oriented TMF: Due
to its environmentally oriented operations, the company can be a trailblazer
as a provider of carbon neutral mobility
services and information.
• Facilitator of an environmentally efficient and smooth traffic system: The
company wants to produce information
and solutions to achieve smooth trip
and logistics chains with less emissions.
• Contributor to environmentally-oriented mobility: The company wants to provide information about reducing and
compensating for the carbon footprint
of traffic.
• Preventer of environmental damage and
accidents: The company wants to effectively prevent environmental damage
from occurring. Functional processes
and risk management contribute to this.
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New descent approach
decreases CO2 emissions
All sectors of society are combating climate
change – and air traffic plays a significant role
in the fight. ANS Finland aims to be the world’s
most environmentally efficient air navigation
company. Helsinki is already the best European
metropolis in terms of the share of fuel-saving
continuous descent approaches. Operations are
developed in cooperation with airline customers and the airport operator, and the new approach methods were deployed in spring 2019.
In 2019, there were 70,646 continuous descent
approaches, accounting for 75 per cent of all
approaches. Continuous descent operations
decreased the CO2 emissions of air traffic by
approximately 23,000 tonnes. The decrease in
emissions were equal to the annual CO2 emissions from approximately 11,000 passenger
cars.
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Social responsibility
Well-being personnel play a key
role in the functioning of a company’s overall responsibility. By creating fair partnerships, Traffic Management Finland can operate with
increasing impact on society.
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Good working community
The company had 1,103 employees at the
end of 2019, of whom some 850 worked in
operational traffic control and approximately
250 in managerial and expert positions. The
company provides traffic control services 24
hours a day, so the majority of the personnel
work periodically or in shifts. The HR team
providing personnel services to the entire
company is led by the HR Director.
The year 2019 was a time of building
something new in HR services. The HR processes and policies, among others, have been
revised after the establishment of the company, making use of the best practices of the
subsidiaries. In addition, the preparation of
statutory personnel plans has been seen to
and a continuous negotiation procedure has
been commenced with representatives of the
personnel in the spirit of the Act on Co-operation within Undertakings.
Major changes – and establishing a new
company can be considered to be one – are
typically challenging processes for the per-
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sonnel, and job satisfaction often decreases in such situations. However, the company
has succeeded in its change process. This is
shown by the results of the personnel survey
conducted in October 2019. The respondents (68 per cent of employees) gave success
in key operational areas a grade of 3.8 out of
5. This can be considered to be a good baseline for a year of change.
Engagement of the personnel has played a
key role. The company has e.g. arranged joint
events for the personnel, aiming to strengthen
community spirit and social capital. The company’s new strategy was also created as a dialogue-like process. Employees were engaged
throughout the strategy process with diverse
means in creating the shared goals and future.
Well-being of the personnel
The company measures the job satisfaction
of its entire personnel twice a year. The first
survey was conducted in October 2019. The
results of the survey were mainly positive,
and the supervisor score, for example, was
3.9/5. Atmosphere at work and cooperation
with co-workers were good. Continuing to
further brighten up the future direction is a
target for development.
Sickness absence rate is low throughout
the Group, 3.3 per cent of theoretical regular
working time. Typically, absence is related to
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musculoskeletal diseases and mental health.
Personnel turnover is also very low. It was
3.8 per cent in 2019.
Employees’ safety is important to the
Group, and a lot of attention is paid to e.g. ergonomics. Occupational accidents are rare in
the company. In 2019, there were two occupational accidents resulting in sick leaves. The
accidents took place during a business trip.
Skilled personnel
The company encourages its employees to
develop their competence. The company supports the continuous learning of the personnel, ensuring the capability to react to changes in the operating environment proactively
in a pioneer-like way. The development of the
competence of employees is supported with
diverse means, covering e.g. individual and
flexible learning paths, trainings and development programmes, coaching and mentoring,
as well as comprehensive induction and work
supervision.
Performance reviews take place regularly
with the personnel, examining each employee’s needs for competence development. A
competence development plan is then prepared on the basis of the identified needs for
development.
One of the five strategic objectives for
the company’s strategy period 2020–2024

is good management and capability for reform. The company’s personnel and training
plan contributes to ensuring good managerial work and good management in day-to-day
work and development of employees’ competence that supports the strategy. The company is committed to developing its organisation, operating models and culture so that
they support learning and experimenting,
thereby facilitating continuous reform.
The company considers managerial work
and the development of management to be a
key factor in strengthening the organisation’s
capability for reform. The company has created a separate programme to ensure the continuous development and reform of managerial work. The programme supports supervisors
in different stages of their careers from firsttime supervisors to professional executives.
The company continuously trains its personnel – for example, all railway traffic controllers and air traffic controllers in air navigation are trained within the Group. Avia
College, a vocational special educational institution owned by ANS Finland, provides air
navigation training services meeting international standards and recommendations.
KRAO is responsible for railway traffic control, organising training in railway traffic safety tasks. KRAO instructors are in-house employees of the company.

The transition to a single company has
provided everyone working for the company
with new opportunities for cooperation and
learning. The new Group can provide more
effective services throughout the organisation and carry out joint projects between different business functions more flexibly.
Towards 2020
In 2020, Traffic Management Finland will
continue on its track to be one of the best
workplaces in Finland, and it has gotten off to
a good start. The focus areas are good leadership, ensuring capability for reform and a
mutually appreciative working community.
This requires developing the company’s expertise, building strong social capital and developing a shared operating culture.
Internal communication channels will
also be developed further. A reform of the
shared intranet was begun in 2019, aiming
to provide timely information and strengthening two-way communication throughout
the company. At the same time, separate intranets will also be abandoned.

Reliable partner
The services of Traffic Management Finland
and the open data it provides play a key role
in developing traffic and maintaining safety.
Therefore, it is important for both the public
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Key personnel figures in 2019
Average age of employees

45.8

years

Absence due to sickness rate

3.3

Average duration of employment

12.6

Occupational
accidents

2

years

Work trip
accidents

5

Subsidiaries’ personnel count

Air navigation 438

Total
1,103

sector and businesses to be familiar with the
company’s offering and that its services can
be used in full. Therefore, the company wants
to be a fair and reliable partner and openly
discuss its affairs.
Value creation together with partners
A new traffic ecosystem with smart traffic and the information it provides serving
everyone cannot be created alone. Only by
cooperating seamlessly with its partners can
TMF create value for society.
The company’s key partners in the public sector include the Finnish Defence Forces, Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency, Traficom, Customs and the police. As for
the private sector, the company facilitates
new business and services by offering open
data and related services. The company offers open data on its information platform to
traffic ecosystem operators. The information
platform connects parties interested in developing traffic services.

Continuous dialogue
TMF is a reliable and unbiased partner that
operates efficiently and openly. In addition,
the company actively brings up how it can
provide diverse companies with opportunities to create new services and develop their
business. There was dialogue with all significant partners in 2019, and it will also continue in 2020.
Read more about our partnership opportunities on the TMF website.

Railway traffic control 469
Road traffic control 74
Maritime traffic control 100
TMF 22
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Financial responsibility
Combining four modes of transport into a single group operating as a
limited liability company provides new opportunities for developing
financial efficiency. Ways to achieve it include joint procurement, support
services, IT infrastructure and premises. This makes it possible to free
financial resources to the further development of the effectiveness
and efficiency of operations and achieve direct cost savings.

Taxes and tax-like levies paid, EUR million

2019

Income taxes

4.9

Employer contributions

0.6

Asset transfer taxes

0.9

Other taxes and tax-like levies

0.7

Taxes collected, EUR million

Withholding tax

22.4
0.0

Value added tax, sales

74.7

Taxes paid and remitted, total
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Value created to stakeholders
In 2019, the company provided traffic control
services to the end users of traffic more efficiently than planned. The Finnish Transport
Infrastructure Agency orders these services with regard to railway, maritime and road
traffic, while the customers of air navigation
operations are primarily airlines and the airport operator Finavia. The Finnish society

at large benefits from an efficient traffic system that transports people and goods safely,
smoothly and efficiently in an environmentally friendly way.
The Group’s revenue for the financial year
amounted to EUR 221.9 million and operating
profit before taxes to EUR 20.8 million. Taxes
and tax-like levies totalled EUR 7.1 million. All
taxes were paid in Finland. The company does
not pay or remit taxes to tax havens as specified by the OECD and has not received subsidies from these countries. During the financial
year, the company received EUR 1.7 million of
public subsidies, mainly for organising air navigation training. The company refunded EUR
0.9 million of EU subsidy advances previously
received by the company.

2019

Tax withheld at source
Value added tax, purchases

Improving operational efficiency is one of the
strategic focus areas of Traffic Management
Finland. Taxpayers fund a significant share of
the company’s operations, and the company
thinks that this obligates it to take good care
of financial efficiency. Finances are led by the
CFO at the Group level.

-56.8
47.3
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Accelerator of new companies and impact
Traffic Management Finland wants to increase
its role as a facilitator of safe, smooth and environmentally friendly traffic in cooperation
with diverse traffic ecosystem operators.
In order to promote this goal, the company is developing an information platform for
traffic operators. The information platform
connects parties interested in developing
traffic services and the company’s proprietary data. At the same time, it creates business opportunities for new companies and
facilitates the emergence of new traffic innovations that benefit the entire society.
In order to reach the goal, the company will
increasingly invest in developing new services
over the years to come. Investments in development work will provide the company with
new customer accounts and revenue in the
long term. The aim is to develop new services
that benefit society by opening data and creating partnerships with the traffic ecosystem.
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In the near future, Traffic Management
Finland aims to measure and verify its social
impact using also other indicators besides
conventional performance indicators. These
new indicators are associated with the company’s strategic spearheads: safety, smoothness and environmental friendliness of traffic.
The aim is to illustrate the impact of the company’s services on stakeholders in terms of
euros and reduced climate emissions, among
others.

Taxes and tax-like levies
totalled EUR 47.3 million. All
taxes were paid in Finland.

Towards more extensive social
impact and efficient operations
In 2020, the company will invest in developing its operational activities in traffic control,
develop ecosystem and platform services and
allocate its financial resources to gain the biggest impact on society.
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Traffic Management Finland Oy, Palkkatilanportti 1, 00240 Helsinki Finland
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